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Made In Rockaway

Farmers and residents
often spend their weekends
working side by side to
haul dirt, harvest crops and
weatherize in preparation
for changes of season.-

Introduction
Far Rockaway was once a thriving neighborhood. Through periods of
economic strain and the depression that followed, there was little hope
for restoration or revitalization. After Hurricane Sandy recovery efforts,
though they seemed insufficient to many, the momentum to rebuild
sparked action among a group of engaged residents and three farms
were founded in the neighborhood known as Edgemere. Operating on
their own values based vision, each farm was able to stabilize after the
initial startup phase and develop a plan for long term stability.

The Edgemere neighborhood farms found themselves in a difficult state.
Each had their own capacities and value proposition ranging from physical health to economic vitality, and the common value of expanding the
practice urban agriculture was insufficient to secure anything but the
most tentative cooperative relationships between the farms. Residents
responded well to their new agricultural neighbors, but continued to buy
food imported into Far Rockaway, and retailers continued their standard
process of buying from large food distribution hubs.

Life for the residents of Far Rockaway began to stabilize as well. Homes This neighborhood has all the components of a local food system, but
were elevated and the smattering of investment from government and
these components are not operating as such. How might we intervene to
nonprofit organizations had some impact on the quality of life, but the
activate this system?
cost of living kept increasing while jobs continued to be scarce. The
desire for a vibrant place to live persisted, but the means for producing
this seemed still out of reach.
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FEATURE:

Group name
Rockaways 		
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Food
Production

Access
Points

Avalible
Assets

Neighborhood
Strolling around Edgemere you’ll find all the evidence of
a local food system. Farmers chat with residents and
visitors as they work, shoppers converge outside delis
and markets, and food vendors anchor high traffic intersections. These elements are very much an everyday
part of life in this neighborhood, and unlike other social
and economic systems is both visible and tangible.
Farms
In New York City pavement, high rises and graffiti covered billboards are dominate our visual experience, so
a quarter acre of actively cultivated land attracts a lot of
attention. Spend a day working next to a master composter or farmer in Edgemere and you’ll see a steady
flow of curious visitors asking about the crops and often
sharing stories of their own experience growing up in
agricultural settings in the American south or the Caribbean. Each farm’s values become visible through these
interactions. While some conversations are all about the
crops and how people can buy food grown on the farm,

others are about who is working the farm and how they
developed the skills to cultivate food in the middle of the
city.
Food Retail
Situated in the immediate vicinity of the farms are retail
locations selling groceries and prepared foods. For
most of the day neighbors socialize in and around these
stores, sometimes for a few moments, sometimes for
much longer. Kids swarm the candy display and adults
shop for their families, with the highest period of activity
in the late afternoon and early evenings. Around 5pm on
a weekday these spaces are exploding with activity.
Restaurants
Prepared food counters and food trucks are much more
common in Edgemere than restaurants. The restaurants
you do find are typically chains, and more often than
not if you see a restaurant sign it an artifact of failed
business, or one that was too expensive to restore after
the hurricane.

Local Food System		
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“I grew up on a farm in
Nigeria, and when I moved
here with my family last
year, I was really happy to
find out that there is a local
farm where I can use my
skills.”

Children from the neighborhood come
over to the farm to help out wherever the
farmers need help. This voluntary open-air
activity is joyful and refreshing.

Composting

Current System

Waste &
Recycling

1 Consumption

2 Production

3 Economy

Consumers in Edgemere are the residents. Few visitors travel to the neighborhood for work or leisure. Prepared foods
like pizza or doughnuts are available at
chain businesses, and somewhat more
nutritious options are available at delis.
Grocery purchases are typically a combination of packaged and fresh foods. One
large chain grocery store serves all of the
Rockaways, and smaller stores serve the
immediate neighborhoods.

Nearly all the food products sold in Edgemere are imported from outside the Rockaways. Those products that are produced
locally rely on expertise imported through
employing outside experts such as master
farmers. While local farming knowledge
does exist, that tends to be based on
upbringing and not profession, so those
individuals don’t typically spend sufficient
time working on the farms in a voluntary
basis to ensure a farm’s productivity.

Small food stores are owned by long time
residents, so this capital is retained as the
stores also employ residents. Chain stores
also employ residents but the business
profits flow out of the neighborhood. The
entire economy relies on importing products from outside the Rockaways.

4 Funding
After the hurricane there was a spike in
investment from property developers, and
a mayor’s office initiative to reduce obesity
secured initial funds for the farms.

Residents
buy outside of
Rockaway

Non
Residents

PostComsumptio

Production

Access &
Consumption

Processing &
Distribution

NGO /
Govenrmental
funding

Residents
buy in
Rockaway

Food Bank /
Pantires

There is little evidence of investment in
small businesses in Edgemere, as most of
these enterprises are situated in areas with
more tourism.
Small Food
Businesses
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Three Local
Farms

Grocery Store
Chains

Composting

Stakeholders
Food Consumers
Motivated by price and convenience, the consumer in
this food system is very concerned with value. There is a
significant interest in health, but this is less of a motivator than cost.

Land Owners
Unused land is considered a liability in Edgemere. Land
owners aren’t actively seeking to produce value out
of their land, and tend to simply block it off to protect
themselves from the responsibility for trespassers.

Employees & Small Business Owners
Also motivated by capital interests, running a smooth
operation is always the most important factor when it
comes to business decisions.

Investors & Funders
Business investment in the neighborhood is low, and
most capital flows through the nonprofit and philanthropy sectors. Recovery funds from the hurricane are no
longer a factor, and most investment of this type went
into property development.

Farmers
Each farmer is motivated by an ethical approach to food
systems. This includes ecology, employment, nutrition
and quality of life, but farmers disagree about how these
values should be hierarchically arranged.

Waste &
Recycling

Residents
buy outside of
Rockaway

Non
Residents

PostComsumptio

Production

Access &
Consumption

Processing &
Distribution

NGO /
Govenrmental
funding

Residents
buy in
Rockaway

Food Bank /
Pantires

Small Food
Businesses
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Three Local
Farms

Made In Rockaway

Grocery Store
Chains

Local
Value

Points of Intervention
1 Health

2 Sustainable Farming

3 Economic Viability

Farms are funded through obesity reduction initiatives.
Farmers believe they are contributing to
improving the health of their customers.
Vouchers are provided to consumers to
offset the cost of fresh food.

Not all farms are working toward financial
independence from grants, but the ones
that are have not yet achieved this outcome.
Though conflicting values are more prominent in their negotiations, farmers do
share the commitment to expanding the
amount of land that is farmed in Edgemere.
Year-round farming is a realistic goal that
is not yet achieved.

The entrepreneurial spirit is present in
Edgemere.
Residents are in great need of economic
stability, but don’t see that as a realistic
expectation.
Developing new professional skills is a
strong interest for some, but not all, farmers.
Vertical integration of the food system
would increase the financial strength of
the food system.

4 Local Values
Edgemere in particular, and Rockaway
in general, is considered by some to be
a desireable place to live, but the value
of things that are made in Rockaway is
thought to be low.
The premium placed on locally grown
products is present in more affluent neigh-
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borhoods, but not in Edgemere.
Land owners consider their property to be
a financial liability, but there is an opportunity to introduce new concepts of value to
these landowners.

Made In Rockaway

PostComsumption

Production

LOCAL
FOOD
SYSTEM

Health

Access &
Consumption

Sustainable
Farming
Processing &
Distribution

Economy

1 Branding

Propositions

Local
Value

3 Consumer
Transaction

PostComsumption

1 Branding

2 Land Use Advocacy

A shared brand helps reduce the friction
that slows down cooperation between
farmers.

Enabling farmers to more easily cooperate
in the task of securing more land would
help them act on their shared core value.

Access &
Consumption

3 Consumer Transaction

4 Business Transaction

As most residents commute via subway,
selling produce at this location would result in better exposure of residents to the
product.
An easy financial transaction would increase the likelihood that a consumer
would purchase locally grown products.

A clear communication of value, product
availability and transaction documentation
would increase the likelihood that a food
retailer might consider a local farm as a
source for produce.
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Production

LOCAL
FOOD
SYSTEM

Health

Clear visual cues informing consumer that
quality produce is grown in Rockaway
increased the perceived value of local
products.

Made In Rockaway

4 Business
Transaction

2 Land Use
Advocacy

Sustainable
Farming
Processing &
Distribution

Economy

Branding
Branded lettuce from the local Edgemere
Farm. This lettuce was freshly harvested,
hand-washed and packed directly in ziplock bags. Both, the “Made in Rockaway”
logo sticker and the “Edmere Farm”
logo sticker are clearly visible on the
packaging.
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Local Color
Heavy reliance on the A subway line results in a strong
identification with the color assigned to that line on the
New York City MTA map. For this reason we produced
the default color scheme for the Made In Rockaway
Brand.
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Clear Branding
A clear labeling system for products grown in Rockaway
will help farmers communicate with their customers, be
they businesses or consumers.

Made In Rockaway

Customizable Branding
Farmers expressed an interest in incorporating the Made
in Rockaway brand into their existing visual identity
system. By providing editable assets they can revise the
brand to fit their existing look.

Authetic Presence
This typeface was selected because of its handmade
look, reinforcing that the produce and the people growing
it are represented in the brand identity.

Flexible Application
Beyond labeling the products and the point of sale, the
Made in Rockaway brand helps anchor a farm’s digital
presence.

Creative Direction
To increase the impact of a farm’s visual communication,
we provided a visual direction that provides a harmonious
and convincing

Local Food System		
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Land Use Advocacy

Farmer to Farmer Cooperation
Farmers will be more effective in their efforts to scale
and stabilize their revenue streams if they cooperate
to achieve these outcomes. Farmers currently pursue
access to unused land by employing their individual
value propositions, but a shared effort will allow them to
combine their value thereby making their argument more
convincing, and their capacity to deliver more substantial. By sharing the negotiations they also achieve a
ground level agreement about how to equitably divide
land use.
A shared document of available land and infrastructure will help farmers cooperate in identifying
resources not currently in use by their owners, who
controls access and usage rights to the resources, and
the relevant details about the resources such as scale,
facilities and next steps. This same document will then
allow all cooperating parties to communicate in a common visual language throughout the process of securing
rights or access to these resources. This document
would be most successful if it was easy to populate and
share, quickly modified, and easily printed or exported
during the advocacy process.
A collective vision statement will unite farmers in
Far Rockaway by defining what values they share,
and allowing for their unique values to be left to each
individual organization to articulate. By producing a draft
of these values and a visual icon to capture attention
for these farmers we alleviate the pressure of defining
shared values from within, as we are able to compile our
observations and insights without bias. The revision and
evolution of these values will permit the nuance and positions of each organization to emerge without blocking
or breaking the process of defining shared values.
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Consumer to Produce
Transforming the desire for a more prosperous Far
Rockaway community into the decision to purchase locally grown produce can occur by making this decision
easy to execute.

Consumer Transaction

In order to increase the ease with which consumers
might purchase locally grown food, we will install popup
stations in which customers can place an order in the
morning and pick it up in the evening. Placing these
popup stations in high traffic areas, such as subway exists, will help consumers develop new habits and rituals
around making food purchases.
By branding the produce used by prepared food vendors, the preparation of local food is incorporated into
familiar food preparation contexts. By identifying the
produce as locally grown, the new concepts are nicely
incorporated with existing concepts.
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Business Transaction
Locally Grown / Healthier / Competitive Value
Demand Creation

Reliability

Value Competitiveness

Strong Branding

Same Day Delivery

+/- 10% RSP vs. Generic Produce

Freshness Guaranteed

+10% Gross Margin

Seasonal Produce Cycle Visibility

Flexible Return Policy

Variety of Produce

15 day Payment Term

Community Engagement
Continuous Support

Rockaway’s Local Brand for Quality Produce

Created and Run by the local farms of Rockaway
Continuous Involvement of Local Residents

Same day delivery; farms at your doorsteps

Strong Support in the store
-Shelf Ready Branded Crates
-In-store merchandising support
-Point of sale materials to drive sales

Better product at better margin

Always fresh with minimum farm to shelf timing

September

October

Farmer to Business Customer
By increasing the ease with which farmers can communicate with their business customers, without requiring additional expenditures or employees, stabilizing
revenue streams will be less labor intensive and thus be
more likely to succeed.
To initiate the business relationship the first point of
contact must include a clear communication of value
from the farmer to the potential business customer. Deployed digitally or in print the pitch communicates
a values oriented commercial transaction. The collective vision statement is one feature of this marketing
asset.
In order to convert the potential customer into an active
customer, we will provide a transaction document that
can easily be populated with the information a customer
needs to their purchase. This includes a clear statement
of services that the farm offers and emphasizes the offered services not typically provided by produce distributors such as delivery, promotional collateral, promotional
events, and a deep product knowledge. These services
are benefits of purchasing direct from the grower. This
also includes a space to clearly identify price at different
product volumes and levels of scarcity during different
times in the growing season.

Easy return of produce before it is spoiled

November

SNAP/EBT accepted
Variety of seasonal produce with a transparent seasonal planning

Edgemere Farm / Healing Garden / RYTF
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Landing Page
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Branded Colors and Imagery

Made In Rockaway

Collaboration Partners

Login for Farmers and Retailers

Online Shop

Network and Services

Local Food System		
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Strategy Roadmap
1 Testing Prototypes

2 Local Activation

3 Building Scale

4 Economic Independence
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Consolifated farming calendar
Deploy map local farm leaders:
available land, existing /
prospective relationships

Sustainable
Farming
Health

Economy
Local Local
ValueValue

Build cooperative farm

Build cooperative farm
Cooperative
advocacy to acess
more farm land

Increase farming
capacities

Cooperation strategy
Legal framework

Enhance farmers‘
specializations and
broaden product
range

Plan strategy to make most

Expand expertise
beyond farming

leaders‘ expertieses

Train
Rockaway youth
in business,
cooking, farming,
sales etc.

Online platform for applications
Build teaching capacities
Legal framework

Farmers‘
Advocacy

Sales
Transaction

Deploy marketing pitch and
transaction document to
farmers and grocers
Test new mobile produces sales
points in convenient locations

Regular mobile produce salespoint in convenient location

Develop business
between farms,
restaurants and
grocers

Marketing
representative for
Made in Rockaway
products

Build demand
for fresh local
produce

Launch
Brand website with
vision, login and
online shop

Secure regular delivery and
stable inexpensive pricing for
retailers
Expand Made in Rockaway
network

Vertically
Integrated
Farm

Increase economic
viability of local
food system

Stable food
production and
distribution
system

Expand brand
recognition
beyond Rockaway

Market brand to city
government and
tourists

Create new job opportunities for
local youth
Marketing and communication
plan including events

Local food
business
incubator

Increase
revenue for
Rockaway food
businesses

Engage in strategic partnership
with business incubators
Allow new food business to grow
across Rockaway

Made in
Rockaway
Food Hub

Made in
Rockaway
Brand
Create first print materials
Deploy Branding and
Communication Guidelines to
Farmers

Testing Prototypes
Present
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Develop
Collaboration
between local
farms

Short Term
Local Activation

Made In Rockaway

Secure regular delivery and
stable pricing for consumers
Market brand locally to expand
Made in Rockaway network

Mid Term
Building Scale

Seasonal marketing budged
allocated
Marketing and communication
plan including events

Establish
Rockaway as
food tourism
destination

Launch
Brand website with
vision, login and
online shop

Long-term marketing campaigns
and sucessful network
Year-long masterplan for events
in- and outside of Rockaway

Long Term
Economic Independence

Local Food System		
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Scenario: Food Stand
1 Convenience

2 Regular Produce Stand

As demand increases and revenue stabilizes the
popup stations become more robust and cary
more products. The highly visible brand carries the
consumer a complete value experience.

3 Supply to local business
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Scenario: Local Retail
1 Transaction Documents

2 Sampling Stations

3 Activate Customers
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Scenario: Food Hub
1 Cooperation Success

2 Business Incubator

Successful advocacy for activating unused land
and infrastrucutre will lead to the establishment of
long term businesses. One farmer envisions a food
hub where produce can be stored and sold, and
where residents can start prepared food businesses. This vision includes a business incubator and
product delivery, and it becomes a desirable food
tourism destination.

3 New Customers
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Conclusions
1 Branding

2 Land Use Advocacy

3 Consumer Transaction

Our brand identity did not test well in the
field. People found it confusing and it
failed to inspire confidence. Farmers were
very enthusiastic about the concept and
were ready to place it on their promotional
materials.

Farmers responded very well to a lightweight and easy to use mapping tool. It
provided them with an opportunity to have
a conversation anchored in their shared
values. The resources needed to do the
research to populate it and keep it up to
date is still an issue.

Consumers are interested in the convenience of a order/pickup service situated
near the subway, especially if the products
were to be sold at a competitive price.

4 Business Transaction

Farming is hard work,
that’’s why it is important to
have lots of helping hands
around. The physical work
on the farm is energizing
and the best starting point
for conversations with the
people around.

The feature set of the transaction document satisfied all of a grocer’s needs for
a smooth and efficient exchange. Price
is the essential factor, and grocers are
unwilling to raise their prices to cover the
cost of a higher quality product.
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